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History of graphic design timeline 20th century

Graphic design is part of our modern world that it's hard to imagine living without it. And in some ways, we never have: visual communication is about how long our thumbs resist, even if it is a long journey from rock tools to digital tablets. In short, the history of graphic design is a story that encompasses the entire human existence and it has the power to
inspire and inform modern graphic designers. For one thing, knowing where, why and how this industry comes about helping designers understand their place alongside history. In more practical terms, style trends are cyclical, and studying the past can inspire some innovative ideas nowadays. So join us as we track the roots of the design from pre-industrial
history into the industry we know today. With nothing luck, you might just leave your own footprint along the way! 3D caveman character by Emanuel Barros Before the printing press: Prehistory to Renaissance - the right graphic design really began after the printing press invention in 1440, but the roots of visual communication stretched all the way back to
the caveman days. In this section, we will bring down early historical events that pave the way for centuries-old graphic design before the world prepares for it. The cave painting ~38,000 BCE It seems like humans always have drives that exist towards art, evidenced by early cave paintings dating back to prehistary times. Subjects differ from animals to hand
out imprints to events such as hunting, and they have been discovered around the world (Australia, Spain, Indonesia, France, Argentina, only to name a few). Historians debate the fine detail about who this is meant to communicate with (either each other or their gods), but one thing that is clear is, from scratch, humanity displays a knock to communicate
visually. Cueva de las Manos in Perito Moreno, Argentina. Through the written language of Wikipedia Sumeria - 3300 - 3000 ancient Sumerian Tablets that had sad news: a letter written to the king Lagash informed his son's death in combat. As you read this article, interpret all this small, abstract signs of Latin Alphabet into words and sentences, it's easy to
forget that alphabet is a man-made invention. As far as we know, Sumeria created one of the first written languages, most likely as a means of recording the merchant's inventory to make sure the courier did not steal anything on delivery. The earliest language is logographic—the icon represents the whole word instead of the sound of the phone. This
demonstrates re-capabilities humans to use visual representation to convey complex ideas, the basis of modern graphic design. And in the last few millennials, not much has changed: designers still rely on icons such as hamburger menus or glass magnifying to represent the entire word and concept in a limited space. Limited. in Chinese printing 200 CE -
1040 CE Print Chinese game print from the Yuan dynasty. China holds most of the records for printing discoveries, including non-papyrus paper manufacturing, wood printing, and removable types—all happens sooner than you feel. As of 200 CE, China uses wooden relief to print and design stamps on silk clothing, and then paper. In 1040, Bi Sheng created
the world's first removable-type printing newspaper out of porcelain, more than 400 years before Gutenburg brought the same technology to Europe. Medieval calligraphy - the 700s In the Middle Ages, typography began to take off as humanity began to expand the aesthetic horizon into letters and words themselves. Because the text during this period is
produced and replicated by hand, little artist makes the books more valuable and set certain scholars apart from others. In Islamic culture, typography is important because the art of figure is seen as a sacrifice, meaning typography is one of the few permissible ways of artistic expression. The famous 16th-century Persian calligraphy, Mir Emad Hassani,
shows nasta'liq style. 15th-century German coats. Through the European Heraldry Wikipedia - ~1100 Technically, the world's first logo is a coat of weapons, used as a symbol of representing a family or territory home. The theoretical clerics of this practice are popularized during the Crush, where soldiers from different countries and houses incentivize ways to
tell everyone apart, especially on shields and battle flags. Like the logo, a home arms coat aimed at representing people's values, characteristics and style. Then, these symbols take more practical purposes, such as candlestick seals to reflect authenticity. Shop signage - 1389 Signs outside the Green Dragon pub. Via Pinterest In the 14th century, beer and
ale are viable if not preferring alternatives to drinking water at a time when most water sources are contaminated. King Richard II of England makes the law that ale houses must have signs ahead so people can find them easier. Not only is this the first signage that actually represents the company rather than home, but they are also the origin of the wonderful
tradition that lasts to this day. Birth of graphic design: The Age of Renaissance and Industrial - With the emergence of printing newspapers in Europe, humanity was able to reinvent texts, art and design at large, and to be relatively inexpensive. Lovers of modern companies—also increasing—soon take note of how those visuals can affect shopping behavior
and increase profits, thereating a modern graphic design is born. Early printing process 1568. Through Wikipedia Gutenberg newspaper creation – 1439 Johannes Gutenberg brought the transferable species to Europe in 1439, introducing mass communication Western culture and forever changed civilization. With the Gutenberg newspaper, people no longer
have to rely on lengthy book breeding, opening literature (and literacy) to the public and making it affordable. The Gutenberg newspaper paved the way for more commercial design use, which greeted the era of graphic design as we know it. Printer marks from the 15th century. Through the logo of Smashing's First Magazine - the late 1400s It was the printing
industry that first used the logo, although they were limited to only scores on their own documents. It's not just a branding device, but also a way to showcase your printing skills—how far your logo is printed reflects how far everything is printed. One of the earliest known print advertisements through the Brent Museum and first print advertisement archive -
the 1620s Printing Press gave way to coranto, a precursor to the newspaper. And in the early 1600s, the corantos featured the first printed advertisement. (To be fair, written advertisements date back to ancient Egypt, but this is the first time we've seen images in mass-produced ads.) Chromolithography - 1837 Early advertising is not known for its subtle.
Technological advancement continues to generate graphic design development, such as the ability to print colors, or chromolypypography. Although used primarily to create drawings for home décor, the chrography also opens new doors for advertising. Dr. Pepper's early chromolithograph ads. Through Tim Broadwater Brands is now able to use many
common marketing tools that we know today, such as feature color schemes and building emotional connections through scenes as pieces of life. Previously, visuals were visited by time technology (see images of ink blot coranto in the previous section) and prioritized basic clarity rather than touching complex emotions. But the chrography allows for some
degree of realism, allowing advertising to take advantage of attractive models, day fashion and artistic use of color. Graphic design in the modern era - Graphic design as we know today really started to develop in the modern era, about the late 1800s until the end of World War II. Despite the 19th century more about the advancements of new technologies
and capabilities, the modern era is about learning how to exploit these progress for more artistic goals. With printing now regular technologies and competition generating innovation, artists and designers are pushed to explore new styles and techniques, which quickly trickle into advertising and branding. Wiener Werkstätte (first graphic design agency) - 1903
With more companies recognizing the benefits of graphic design, it was only a time before the first graphic design agency appeared. The tribute belongs to Wiener Austria, an organization that makes to design styles and businesses equally. Left to right: Werkstätte Monogram, rose logo and Galerie Miethke logo. Through Smashing Magazine Means only
Vienna Workshop, Wiener Werkstätte is the first visual artist organization, including painters, architects, and early graphic designers. Organizationally, it sets a precedent for all other collaborative agencies to follow. Perhaps his biggest legacy is style innovation, like cubism. And as a group of professional artists working together, they hold great influence
over creating design standards for the next generation of artists, especially after World War I when cultural attitudes change around the world. Works performed at Wiener Werkstätte set the stage for the popular Bauhaus and Art Deco styles that soon followed. Staatliches Bauhaus was founded - 1919 Part of the See America series tour posters in the 1930s
by Alexander Dux. Through National Geographic Further what Wiener Werkstätte began, the Staatliches Bauhaus, or simply Bauhaus, first opened its doors in Weimar, Germany in 1919. They are an ambitious goal: to create a Gesamtkunstwerk, an artistic ideal that includes or synthesizes the existing art form into one perfect job. The interesting thing is that
they actually succeed: Bauhaus is one of the central driving forces behind the popularization of modernist style. The term graphic design appeared for the first time - 1922 William Addison Dwiggins. Through Wikipedia In her article New Kind of Printing Calls for New Design (printed in Boston's Evening Transcript, August 29, 1922), book designer William
Addison Dwiggins first used the graphic design term to accurately describe what his role was in visual restructuring and management in book design. From day one, designers are struggling to explain to not what designers, exactly, they do. Paul Rand publishes Thoughts on Design - 1947 With one leg in modernism and another in post-modernism, legendary
designer Paul Rand helped lead the graphic design into its current form. He notes his theory and ideology in the seminal work of Thoughts on Design, which largely shapes the overall future of the graphic design industry. One of the top designers in history, Paul Rand leaves his mark on the logo of many daily brands. Through Brandthropologist His Book with
candidate explains the design philosophy he used throughout the twenty-century half, namely the call for aesthetic perfection works, the ideal balance between the logo that looks good and delivers its eyes effectively, seen in its popular logo design for brands such as Ford, Westinghouse, Yale, ABC, UPS, and IBM. Intercept to the digital age – From the
1950s onwards, the world began a slow approach to the digital age we are enjoying today. Massive home receipts is a technological advancement comparable to the invention of the printing press, greeting a new age for mass communication and giving access to esoteric art styles and digital software for new methods of creating art. Use of the MTV logo.
Adobe Photoshop was first released in 1990—although itself changed the face of the graphic design. Photo manipulation creates a new sub-categorory of graphic design, combining together photographic elements, illustrations, and CGI (it will make artist Gesamtkunstwerk proud). At the same time, branding properties also evolve to meet variable times. We
partially have MTV to thank you for this-carrying fresh new take on the use of the logo, especially in constantly changing it while maintaining known features. Perfect examples of modern flat design. By KR Designs When the internet became a wait around the turn of the century, designers took pages from MTV books and adopted young and sometimes edgy
designs to attract younger generations around the world. This can be seen in online trends such as flat design, which combine bright colors and cartoon figures. The graphic design trend is a cycle, as the new logo meets-long for Carretto Gelato. By ssnastasia The history of graphic design is in progress – that pretty much brings us up to date with a graphic
design, but one area still remains a mystery: what is the future of graphic design? The development of visual communication from cave painting to digital software can serve as a great inspiration, but the fruit of what the bear is up to you, whether you're the next generation of designers or customers whose brands might lend itself to a new lease in design
thinking. Despite today's hard work process, tough feedback, countless nights in front of the glowing screen, the result may just bring a bauhaus or Thought on the Design tomorrow... Tomorrow...
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